Minutes

The Physician Assistant Advisory Committee of the Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision met on January 3, 2013, in accordance with the Open Meeting Act. The meeting was held at the office of the Board, 101 NE 51st Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Members present were:

Charles Womack, MD, Chairman
Daniel McNeill, PhD, PA
Lindsey Gillispie, PA
Riaz Sirajuddin, MD
Clay Moore, D.Ph.
Gerald Wootan, DO
Thomas Pickard, DO

Member absent was:
Don Flinn, PA

Others present included:

Alecia George, Assistant Attorney General
Lyle R. Kelsey, Executive Director
Robyn Hall, Director of Licensing
Kathy Plant, Executive Secretary

The meeting was called to order at 3:00 p.m. The minutes from the October 11, 2012 Committee meeting were reviewed. Dr. McNeill moved to approve the minutes. Dr. Wootan seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

STEPHEN MANLEY, PA appeared with James Ferris, MD and to discuss his Application to Practice under Dr. Ferris. Dr. Ferris explained the way his employer, Physician’s At Home, provides home visits to patients in Oklahoma City and the surrounding area who are unable to go to the physician’s office. Dr. Ferris and Mr. Manley explained the supervision that would be provided to Mr. Manley. Dr. Wootan moved to recommend approval of the application to practice. Mr. Moore seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

Applications for licensure, reinstatement of licensure, transfer applications, applications for additional positions and additional alternate supervisors were reviewed. Dr. McNeill moved to recommend approval of the following applications for licensure as Physician Assistants. Ms. Gillispie seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

APA2192 ACKLIN, LAUREN FAITH
APA2202 ALLEN, KATHERINE E
APA2175 BANKS, BRANDON LYNN
APA2176 BIRKS, JENNY MARIE
APA2212 BOYETT, JENNIFER ANNE
APA2219 BUTLER, DANIELLE N
APA2209 COOKERLY, SETH ALDEN
APA2189 DAKE, JANA LOU
APA2207 DOBEY, BRUCE CHARLES
APA2223 DODSON, CHANCE AUSTIN
APA2199 DORRIS, JANISLYNN
APA2182 DUNN, LAUREN NICOLE
APA2218 FROST, JILL WHITNEY
APA2220 GAMBLIN, JENNIFER J
APA2221  HALL, HEATHER A  APA2222  SMITH, BRIANNE LACEY
APA2206  HANEY, JON WESLEE  APA2228  SMITH, TARYN ALISE
APA2196  HARTNETT, SARA M  APA2208  STOUT, MARK PATRICK
APA2230  HOUSLEY, MEGAN ELIESE  APA2200  STRAYHORN, BRANDI L
APA2190  LEGG, ASHLEY LINN  APA2187  TIMMONS, STACEY ANN
APA2185  LUTTRELL, MADELINE E  APA2226  TIMS, DUSTIN WILLIAM
APA2191  LYLES, HEATHER CECILIA  APA2216  TRAN, KIEUHAN THERESA
APA2201  MAGUIRE, NATALIE E  APA2214  WHITE, STEVIE MARIE
APA2184  PINKLEY, ALLYSON ANN  APA2232  WILLIAMS, BALEY LYNN
APA2178  POELKER, SANDRA LEIGH  APA2204  WILLIAMS, CHAD
APA2180  ROBERTSON, CORIE RENEE  APA2188  WILSON, KALLIE BLYTHE
APA2229  SEIBERT, NATALIE LYNN  APA2215  WINZELER, TAYLOR LANE
APA2227  SKINNER, EMILY LAUREN

Mr. Moore moved to recommend approval of the following applications for licensure as Physician Assistants pending satisfactory completion of their files. Dr. Sirajuddin seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

APA2234  BUTLER, MARYAM KHAN  APA2235  KIMBERLIN, SHARON KAY
APA2211  COLSTON, ANNA CANOY  APA2231  KRESS, WHITNEY TYLER
APA2181  CULPEPPER, CHARLES W  APA2195  MANCINELLI, NICOLE
APA2179  DAILY, STACI CAROL  APA2233  MЕARS, RICHARD LEE
APA2194  DEBOLT, NICHOLAS D G  APA2205  MOLES, KYNDRA DAWN
APA2193  DENNARD, ASHLEY M  APA2210  MOORE, KATHERINE ANN
APA2217  ELLIS, KATIE MARIE  APA2186  REEL, STEPHANIE
APA2213  EPHRAIM, JOHANNA N  APA2198  RODICH, RACHAEL LEIGH
APA2177  FERGUSON, WHITNEY J  APA2183  WACKENHUTH, JORDAN L
APA2203  HARMS, MEGHAN NICOLE B  APA2197  WAGNER, JERAD SCOTT
APA2224  HINTZE, ALMA JORDAN  APA2225  WAGNER, SHAWN MICHAEL

Dr. Pickard moved to recommend approval of the following applications for reinstatement of Physician Assistant licensure. Mr. Moore seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

PA505  GOFF, CYNTHIA ANN  PA1892  TOFT, TRACY JANE

Dr. Sirajuddin moved to recommend approval of the following applications for transfer of supervision. Ms. Gillispie seconded the motion and all voted in favor of the motion except Dr. Wootan abstained from voting.

PA 202  KUBIER, MARTIN JAMES ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH TROY NORRED, MD20073
PA 333  COINTEPAS, JOHN EDWARD ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH LARA MASHEK, MD25902
PA 407  DUFFY, DOUGLAS GERALD ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH DON HASLAM, MD13136
PA 564  DICINTIO, ROBERT CHARLES ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH RUSSELL INGRAM, DM26430
PA 693  TANNER, ANITA LOUISE ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH CATHERINE WHITE, MD27039
PA 698  SMITH, LONNIE VAN ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JOHN ELLIS, MD9024
PA 747 **KYTE, KAREN SUZANNE** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH DOUGLAS RIDDLE, MD23957
PA 750 **MCLAUGHLIN, JERRY TODD** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JULIE THOMAS, DO2907
PA 763 **HABBEN, LEE ANN** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH WINNIFRED OLDHAM, MD9029
PA 783 **MATZKVECH, CURTIS LEE** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH SCOTT EVANS, DO4899
PA 806 **BIVENS, ELIZABETH EDITH** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH BRENT CHANDLER, DO3841
PA 842 **WATERS, JAEMIE ANN** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JOSHUA LIVINGSTON, DO4209
PA 876 **O’DONOGHUE, DANIEL LEONARD** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JOSE SANCLEMENT, MD25575
PA 882 **DOLTON, PAULINE C.** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH CANDY TING DO2921
PA 937 **THOMAS, J. RYAN** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH CHRISTOPHER LEPAK, MD23678
PA 961 **HUDSON, CHAD NICHOLAS** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JERRY BRINDLEY, MD12214
PA 1100 **FREELAND, BRIAN PAUL** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH CHAD CRAWLEY, DO4449
PA 1143 **PEEVM, ROBERT EARL** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JERI ELLIS, MD20048
PA 1173 **SALLEE, CASSANDRA LEIGH** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH FLOYD WEBB, MD7217
PA 1210 **SCALF, MICHAEL SHAWN** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH DOUGLAS BRANT DO3443 and SCOTT FOWLER, DO4635
PA 1327 **RAMSEY, LESLEY KATHRYN** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH DENNIS BLACKSTAD, DO3650
PA 1343 **CLAY, BAMBI AZALEE** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH ROBERT PATZKOWSKY, DO1222
PA 1488 **AUSTIN, STEPHANIE NICHOLE** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH BYRON CARPENTER MD21320 and G. AMUNDSEN, MD 20242
PA 1494 **WENNER, TREKA BROOKE** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH ROOPALI GUPTA, MD25742
PA 1553 **STONE, PENNY TONYA** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JULIE DUDLEY DO3750
1) PA 1687 **JONES, MARCUS ANTHONY** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH NESTOR PINAROC, MD19456
PA 1834 **KECK-SMITH, TANYA MARIE** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH RONALD BARBER MD15264
PA 1868 **STANCLIFF, MICHAEL JAMES** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH DOUGLAS RIDDLE, MD23957
PA 1884 **MOGAN, MEREDITH LEIGH** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH PAUL ROTHWELL MD10533
PA 1918 **WILCOX, DAVE MICHAEL** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JERRY BRINDLEY, MD12214 and ROBERT SPENCER, MD 23180
PA 1919 **RAMSEY, SAMARA JA’NEL** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH MARK CROUCH MD27257
PA 1923 **CHAPMAN, BARBARA MICHELLE** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JULIE DUDLEY, DO3750
PA 1976 **MOORE, MELISSA NICOLE** ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JAMES GREENAWALT MD14759
Dr. McNeill moved to recommend approval of the following applications for additional positions. Ms. Gillispie seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

PA 162 CLICK, JOHN W. TRANSFER TO KENNETH SMITH, MD18149
PA 477 TAYLOR, MARYLIN SUE TRANSFER TO GERALD WOOTAN DO2562
PA 522 CRANFORD, ALTON REED TRANSFER TO RYAN DENNIS MD27136
PA 535 HARJO, LUCILLE JEANNETTE TRANSFER TO SHA-RHONDA, MORTON, DO4933
PA 642 BURLISON, BOB GENE TRANSFER TO KENDRICK RANA, DO3417
PA 688 CASTLE, JULIE M TRANSFER TO KEN BOWLWARE, DO3557
PA 693 TANNER, ANITA LOUISE TRANSFER TO RYAN DENNIS MD27136
PA 701 KNIGHT, NATALIE NICOLE TRANSFER TO KENNETH SMITH, MD18149
PA 703 DORAY, DEBORAH CUMMINGS TRANSFER TO DANIEL MOLINA, MD25556
PA 761 PARKER, JEANENE TRANSFER TO DAVID ELLIS, MD15874
PA 841 BEARDEN, SCOTT GREGORY TRANSFER TO BRUCE CORNETT DO3453
PA 887 BECERRA, MANUEL TED TRANSFER TO CHAYNE FISHER, DO3189
PA 1051 CARTER, WESTLEY ALAN TRANSFER TO DAVID ANDERSON, MD9768
PA 1065 BARTLOW, ANTONY EDWARD TRANSFER TO JON GONZALEZ, DO5217
PA 1136 WHATLEY, STEPHANIE ARLENE TRANSFER TO KEENAN FERGUSON, DO4405
PA 1139 EATON, JULYE MARIE TRANSFER TO JOHN HENNESSEE MD18494
PA 1143 PEVY, ROBERT EARL TRANSFER TO JERRY CHILDS, DO2157
PA 1341 HOLLINGSWORTH, KYLE EVAN TRANSFER TO GREG FAIRLIE DO3850
PA 1366 GUNNELS, SANNUEL WILLIAM TRANSFER TO MARTY LOFGREN, MD25993
PA 1393 NATION, CARY DOUGLAS TRANSFER TO GREGORY GRANT MD25087
PA 1471 BRUSCHI, AMANDA LYNN TRANSFER TO DONALD ADAMS, MD22780
PA 1488 AUSTIN, STEPHANIE NICHOLE TRANSFER TO RONALD HILL MD11844
PA 1531 COMPTON, JENNIFER ANN TRANSFER TO IMAD UDDIN, MD26498
PA 1535 GRIGGS, JANIS KAY TRANSFER TO DAVID MILLER, MD20875
PA 1554 BARTON, ANNE KATHLEEN TRANSFER TO BUDDY LECRONE, MD9728
PA 1578 WRIGHT, DIANNA LEE TRANSFER TO KEVIN CONATSER DO3562
PA 1597 HUBBART, JENNIFER RAE TRANSFER TO GERARDO LOPEZ-MEJIA, MD25202
PA 1661 LAFAVE, SALLEE FERN TRANSFER TO SCOTT EVANS, DO4899
PA 1663 UNRUH, DAWN JUNE TRANSFER TO ZIAD SOUS, MD18415
PA 1679 BOXBERGER, LEE ALLEN TRANSFER TO TERRY WAGNER MD11720
PA 1680 HOGUE, ADAM DUANE TRANSFER TO GREGORY GRANT, MD25087
PA 1752 BROKENICKY, ALAN LEE TRANSFER TO CASEY TRUETT, MD9175
PA 1787 HAGGARD, CAYLON WAYNE TRANSFER TO JOHN SEGUN, MD19008
PA 1801 MAYHEW, CHARITY ANN TRANSFER TO IVAN WAYNE, MD22995
PA 1858 HILL, ELIZABETH MCELROY TRANSFER TO MELVIN MCELROY MD23553
PA 1874 TRAN, TRACI PHUONG TRANSFER TO GAYNELL ANDERSON, MD21160
PA 1893 MEIKS, JEFFREY ROBERT TRANSFER TO WILLIAM BOWEN, MD17278
Mr. Gillispie moved to recommend approval of the following applications to add alternate supervisors to previously approved positions. Dr. McNeill seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

PA 1609 MONICA ABBOTT adding TERRY GILE DO AND RICHARD DUBOSE MD
PA 952 CHRISTY BARRETT adding MARGUERITE WESTON MD
PA 1041 SHAY BEATTY adding THOMAS LEWIS MD
PA 1168 BOBBY BOSSE adding CHRISTOPHER MANN MD
PA 2100 JENNIFER BROWN adding CHRISTOPHER MANN MD
PA 2074 ERIN CAPPS adding CHRISTOPHER MANN MD
PA 917 DEANNA CUMMINGS adding BRANCH BULLARD MD
PA 2075 CINDY DUNLAP adding CHRISTOPHER MANN MD
PA 1953 KAYLYNN ELMORE adding CHRISTOPHER MANN MD
PA 464 NILA GROVER adding ZACHARY FOWLER DO
PA 789 BRADLEY HETON adding TERRY GILE DO AND RICHARD DUBOSE MD
PA 2080 KARLI HOFFMAN adding DANIEL BROWN DO
PA 660 DEBORAH HOLDER adding ZACHARY FOWLER DO
PA 1703 VICKI JARRELL adding THOMAS LEWIS MD
PA 2076 STEPHEN JENKS adding CHRISTOPHER MANN MD
PA 1969 STEPHANIE KEITH adding STANLEY PELOFSKY MD
PA 1890 MARGARET KELLEY adding ZACHARY FOWLER DO
PA 747 KAREN KYTE adding RODNEY MCCRARY DO
PA 750 JERRY MCLAUGHLIN adding MICHAEL WRIGHT MD
PA 545 JUDY NIelsen adding ZACHARY FOWLER DO
PA 1710 STEPHANIE NOEL adding THOMAS LEWIS MD
PA 1114 GINA POSTIER adding JOHN JENNINGS MD AND KIM HAUGER MD
PA 1517 HOLLY SHINNEN adding ZACHARY FOWLER DO
PA 825 LESLEY SMITH adding CHRISTOPHER MANN MD
PA 2070 **MARK STEICHEN** adding CHRISTOPHER MANN MD
PA 1252 **AMY STREET** adding NATHAN BOREN MD
PA 1064 **MICHAEL THAYER** adding JEFFREY SHELTON MD
PA 1874 **TRACI TRAN** adding LARA MASHEK MD
PA 842 **JAEMIE WATERS** adding JOSHUA LIVINGSTON DO

The Medical Board’s Telemedicine Policy (Mental Health) was reviewed. Dr. McNeill said he asked that the policy be reviewed by the Committee to see if any changes needed to be made based on impact of the policy on Physician Assistants. After review, no necessary changes were found. No further action was taken. (See attachment #1)

Staff reported on pending disciplinary cases. Mr. Kelsey said in the matter of Michael Hume, PA, an amended complaint had been filed based on additional prescribing violations. The hearing will be held in March.

Mr. Kelsey reported on the matter of Kevin Maxwell, PA. Mr. Maxwell had been cited for alleged alcohol abuse, sexual misconduct, and failure to report his arrests to the Board. Mr. Kelsey said Mr. Maxwell had admitted to the allegations and had gone to treatment for three months. Once the final report is received, the matter would be presented to the Board for disposition.

Dr. Womack asked the other committee members about monitoring PAs in age of electronic medical records. He noted problems in his own practice with accessing his PA’s records. He can’t look at his PAs entries but does discuss the cases with his PA. Dr. Sirajuddin said it depends on how the system is programmed. He has to review all his PAs records except for a few routine things he has specifically excluded. Dr. McNeill said practices need to be aware, if they are doing e-scripts, that the system must be set so the legally required information is generated on the patient’s hard copy, i.e., PA’s name, supervising physicians, name, etc.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. The time was 3:45 p.m.